Northern Italy as a contact zone between
Austro-Hungarian and Italian law

15 June 2023 - 09.00
Francesca Brunet (Bolzano): Culture giuridiche a contatto, a confronto, in opposizione: il Veneto negli anni di transizione tra diritto austriaco e diritto italiano

Antonio Grilli (Bologna): Kassation oder Revision? Eine zentrale Debatte in dem neuannexierten Venetien und in Rom (1866-1871)

Annemarie Monti (Milano): Insurance: risks, contracts and forms of operation between Austria and Italy (19th-20th century)

Paolo Rondini (Milano): Austrian-style divorce or Hungarian-style divorce? Cases of dissolution of the marriage bond in the „new provinces“ of Italy

15 June 2023 - 14.00

Eray Gündüz (Regensburg): Die Entwicklung des Grundbuchrechts in Norditalien

Martin Löhning (Regensburg): The certificate of inheritance as a link between Austrian land register law and Italian inheritance law

Lino Panzeri (Como): The institution of the closed farm („masò chiuso“) and its reception in the Italian legal system

Emanuela Ruggi (Pavia): Austrian influences on Italian company law and practice in the early 20th century: from „piccole anonime“ to „societa a garanzia limitata“

16 June 2023 - 09.00

Giovanni Chiodi (Milano): Il diritto privato italiano alla prova: Filippo Vassalli and the legislative unification of the new provinces - I

Andrea Massironi (Milano): Il diritto privato italiano alla prova: Filippo Vassalli and the legislative unification of the new provinces - II

Peter Techet (Freiburg): Kontaktzone in der „Reinen Rechtslehre“: Hans Kelsen und sein „österreichisches“ Rechtsdenken in Italien: Rezeption, Innovation, Polarisation